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GREENBANK SUBSIDIARY GREENCOINX COMPLETES 

ONLINE WALLET AND MOBILE WALLET 

Toronto, Ontario, August 31, 2015 – GreenBank Capital Inc (CSE:GBC) ("GreenBank” or “the 

Company") announces that its 80% owned subsidiary GreenCoinX Inc, the developer of the world’s first 

identifiable crypto currency which has XGC as its digital currency identifier, has completed an online free 

wallet for sending and receiving XGC. The XGC wallet is available at www.xgcwallet.org  

Also completed and available for free is the XGC Mobile Wallet for Android devices. The mobile wallet 

has the same features as the online wallet and can be downloaded from 

 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.xgcwallet.mobile 

 
The Apple version of the XGC Mobile Wallet is currently under review. A further press release will be 

made when the XGC Mobile Wallet is available for Apple devices. 

 

Both the XGC Online Wallet and the XGC Mobile Wallet can send and receive XGC using an email 

address or mobile phone number, and do not require the user to remember a complicated public key.  

Access to each wallet is by the use of a personal passphrase rather than by a complicated series of 

numerals and digits. The passphrase can be as long as the user likes, and can be in any language. This 

enables the user to more easily remember the passphrase for wallet access. The passphrase is converted 

into digits and then encrypted by the software in the background. 

The XGC online and mobile wallets are secure wallets, and all XGC private key generating algorithms 

are calculated on the browsers. XGC private keys enable access to the XGC which are recorded on the 

GreenCoinX Blockchain. The GreenCoinX Blockchain contains only the transaction ledger thereby 

making hacking the wallets virtually impossible. Unlike most crypto currency wallets, when opening the 

XGC Wallet there is no need to sync the wallet with the blockchain. This means that the wallet is 

available for immediate use. Signing into a wallet requires a wallet ID and the user passphrase together 

http://www.xgcwallet.org/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.xgcwallet.mobile


with two factor authorization. 

“The XGC Wallet is a very user friendly online and mobile wallet with some unique features, and is 

available for free to facilitate the widespread use of XGC transactions by consumers.” said Danny 

Wettreich, CEO of GreenCoinX. 

About GreenBank  

GreenBank is a merchant banking business investing in Canadian small cap companies. Its 80% 

subsidiary GreenCoinX Inc. is a software company that has developed the world’s first identifiable crypto 

currency. Its 100% subsidiary GreenBank Financial Inc. is an investment bank focusing on small cap 

companies. GreenBank has an investment portfolio with significant equity stakes in Leo Resources Inc 

(CSE:LEO), Hadley Mining Inc (CSE:HM) and Zara Resources Inc (CSE:ZRI).  

 

For more information please see  www.GreenBankCapitalinc.com or contact Danny Wettreich at (647) 

931 9768 or dw@GreenBankCapitalinc.com . 
 

Forward-Looking Information: This press release may include forward-looking information within the meaning of Canadian 

securities legislation, concerning the business and trading in the common stock of GreenBank Capital Inc., raising additional 

capital and the future development of GreenCoinX.  The forward-looking information is based on certain key expectations and 

assumptions made by the company's management.  Although the company believes that the expectations and assumptions on 

which such forward-looking information is based are reasonable, undue reliance should not be placed on the forward-looking 

information because the company can give no assurance that they will prove to be correct.  These forward-looking statements are 

made as of the date of this press release and the company disclaims any intent or obligation to update publicly any forward-

looking information, whether as a result of new information, future events or results or otherwise, other than as required by 

applicable securities laws. 

The CSE has not reviewed, approved or disapproved the content of this press release 
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